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Abstract—Towards the development of a singing aid system
for laryngectomees, we propose a method for converting electro-
laryngeal (EL) speech produced by using an electrolarynx into
more naturally sounding singing voices. Singing by using the
electrolarynx is less flexible because the pitch of EL speech is
determined by the source excitation signal mechanically produced
by the electrolarynx, and therefore, it is necessary to embed
melodies of songs to be sung in advance to the electrolarynx.
In addition, sound quality of singing voices produced by the
electrolarynx is severely degraded by an adverse effect of its
mechanical excitation sounds emitted outside as noise. To address
these problems, the proposed conversion method uses 1) pitch
control by playing a musical instrument and 2) noise suppression.
In the pitch control, pitch patterns of music sounds played
simultaneously in singing with the electrolaryx are modified so
that they have specific characteristics usually observed in singing
voices, and then, the modified pitch patterns are used as the target
pitch patterns in the conversion from EL speech into singing
voices. In the noise suppression, spectral subtraction is used to
suppress the leaked excitation sounds. The experimental results
demonstrate that 1) naturalness of singing voices is significantly
improved by the noise suppression and 2) the pitch pattern
modification is not necessarily effective in the conversion from
EL speech into singing voices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Laryngectomees are people whose larynxes have been re-
moved in surgery for diseases, such as laryngeal cancer. They
are unable to generate glottal excitation sounds as they have
lost their vocal folds, and consequently, they suffer from
serious vocal disorder, i.e., they are unable to speak and
sing in a usual manner. Speaking is an important behavior
in speech communication with others. Singing is also an
important behavior to enjoy our life. Therefore, this vocal
disorder causes significantly large degradation in quality of
life (QoL) of laryngectomees.

To allow laryngectomees to speak again, several alternative
speaking methods have been proposed. One of the typical
methods is the use of a electrolarynx, which is a device to me-
chanically generate source excitation sounds. This method has
several advantages compared to the other alternative speaking
methods; e.g., electrolaryngeal (EL) speech produced by using
the electrolarynx is quite intelligible; and it is easy to learn
how to use the electrolarynx. On the other hand, this method
also has disadvantages. One of the biggest disadvantages is
that EL speech sounds mechanical and unnatural due to the
use of mechanically generated source excitation sounds. F0

patterns of the source excitation sounds generated by the
electrolarynx are usually flat or are given by predetermined
patterns because it is essentially difficult to generate natural
F0 patterns corresponding to linguistic contents in real time.
The use of these F0 patterns causes significant degradation
in naturalness of EL speech. Moreover, the sound excitation
signals produced by the electrolarynx are usually emitted
outside as noise. Therefore, sound quality of EL speech is
easily degraded by this adverse effect.

There have been proposed various attempts at addressing
the issues of EL speech. To enhance EL speech, several ap-
proaches based on signal processing have been proposed, such
as noise suppression based on comb filtering [1], smoothing
of acoustic features [2], formant manipulation [3], and noise
suppression based on auditory masking [4]. Recently statistical
approaches based on statistical voice conversion techniques [5]
have also been proposed to significantly improve naturalness
of EL speech, such as statistical voice conversion from EL
speech into natural voices [6], speaker identity control based
on one-to-many eigenvoice conversion [7], F0 control based
on statistical feature prediction [8], and direct F0 control of the
electrolarynx [8]. It is expected that naturalness of EL speech
will be improved more by the further development of these
speaking aid techniques.

On the other hand, there have been few attempts at devel-
oping singing aid techniques for laryngectomees. In singing,
it is essential to control pitch of EL speech, i.e., F0 pattern
of EL speech. One existing approach is to set F0 patterns
corresponding to melodies of predetermined songs and embed
them in advance to the electrolarynx as a function to sing
these embedded songs. However, varieties of the embedded
songs are limited. Moreover, flexibility in singing is very low
as only the predetermined songs are allowed laryngectomees
to sing. To achieve more flexible singing aid, it is necessary
to develop a function capable of freely controlling pitch of
EL speech as laryngectomees want. Furthermore, it is also
important to develop a technique to produce naturally sounding
singing voices rather than mechanically sounding ones.

To address these issues, we aim to develop a new singing aid
system for laryngectomees based on pitch control by playing
a musical instrument while singing with the electrolarynx.
Towards the development of such a system, in this paper we
propose a conversion method from EL speech into singing
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Fig. 1. Process of the proposed singing aid system using electrolarynx for
laryngectomee.

voices based on 1) F0 pattern control of EL speech using
pitch of music sounds and 2) EL speech enhancement using
noise suppression. In the F0 pattern control, the F0 pattern
modification method for converting normal voices into singing
voices [9], [10] is applied to EL speech conversion. In the EL
speech enhancement, the noise suppression method based on
spectral subtraction for EL speech [11] is employed to improve
sound quality of singing voices generated from EL speech.
The effectiveness of the proposed methods is investigated by
conducting subjective evaluations.

II. SINGING AID SYSTEM FOR LARYNGECTOMEES

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed singing aid
system for laryngectomees. In the proposed system, a laryn-
gectomee sings a song with the electrolarynx simultaneously
playing its melody with a musical instrument. A speech
analysis-synthesis technique is used to generate naturally
sounding singing voices using phonetic information extracted
from the EL speech and pitch information extracted from the
musical sounds.

In this paper, we focus on two enhancement processes in the
proposed system, 1) F0 pattern control and 2) voice quality en-
hancement. In the F0 pattern control, the F0 patterns extracted
from the musical sounds are modified so that they have specific
characteristics usually observed in natural singing voices. In
the voice qualit enhancement, spectral subtraction is performed
to suppress the source excitation signals emitted outside from
the electrolarynx.

III. PROPOSED CONVERSION METHODS FROM EL
SPEECH TO SINGING VOICE

In this section, we describe the proposed methods for
converting EL speech into singing voices based on the F0

pattern control and the voice quality enhancement. In the
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Fig. 2. F0 patterns of musical notes and singing voice.

F0 pattern control, we apply the conventional technique for
converting speaking voices into singing voices [9], [10] to the
proposed system. In the voice quality enhancement, we apply
the conventional EL speech enhancement technique based on
the spectral subtraction [11] to the proposed system.

A. F0 pattern control

It has been reported in [9] that specific characteristics
observed in acoustic parameters of natural singing voices.
In this paper, we focus on those related to F0 patterns and
implement a modification technique to add them to F0 patterns
extracted from the musical sounds.

In the conventional speech-to-singing method [10], the
following four types of F0 fluctuations are focused on as the
typical characteristics of F0 patterns of natural singing voices:

Overshoot: a deflection exceeding the target note after a note
change.

Vibrato: a quasi-periodic frequency modulation (4-7 Hz).
Preparation: a deflection in the direction opposite to a note

change observed just before the note change.
Fine fluctuation: an irregular frequency fluctuation higher

than 10 Hz.

Figure 2 shows the F0 patterns of musical notes and those
of singing voices to demonstrate these four types of F0

fluctuations.
In the proposed method, these four types of F0 fluctuations

are added to the F0 patterns extracted from the music signals
in the same manner as used in the speech-to-singing method
[10]. The overshoot, vibrato, and preparation are added by
applying the following infinite impulse response (IIR) filter to
the extracted F0 patterns:

H(s) =
k

s2 + 2ζωs+ ω2
(1)

where ω is the natural frequency, ζ is the damping coefficient,
k is the proportional gain of the system. Overshoot and
preparation are expressed by damping model (0 < |ζ| < 1),
and vibrato is expressed by oscillation model (|ζ| = 0).
These parameters are detemined manually in this paper. On
the other hand, the fine fluctuation is generated by using white
noise. White noise signals are high-pass-filtered with cut off
frequency of 10 Hz and its amplitude is normalized so that its
maximum is 5 Hz.
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Fig. 3. Process of spectral subtraction for EL speech.

B. Voice quality enhancement

It has been reported in [11] that the spectral subtraction
method [12] is very effective to reduce the adverse effect of the
sound excitation signals emitted outside from the electrolarynx
for enhancing EL speech sound quality. It is expected that the
same enhancement effect will be observed in the conversion
from EL speech into natural singing voices in the proposed
method.

Figure 3 shows the noise suppression process based on the
spectral subtraction for EL speech. To accurately estimate the
averaged amplitude spectrum of noisy signals as a prototype
of noisy spectrum, we record the leaked source excitation
signals of the electrolarynx in advance as the EL noise with a
close-talking microphone. In this recording, a speaker uses the
electrolaryx in the same manner as used in speaking or singing
while keeping his/her mouth closed in order to minimize the
effect of the produced EL speech on the recorded signals. The
prototype of noisy spectrum |L̂(ω)| is calculated by averaging
amplitude spectrum of the EL noise. In enhancement pro-
cess, the amplitude spectrum of noise-suppressed EL speech
|Ŝ(ω, t)| is calculated as follows:

|Ŝ(ω, t)| =
{

|Y (ω, t)| − 2|L̂(ω)|, (|Y (ω, t)| > 2|L̂(ω)|)
0, (otherwise)

(2)

where |Y (ω, t)| is the amplitude spectrum of EL speech.
Finally, enhanced EL speech is obtained by inverse short-time
Fourier transformation (ISTFT) using the amplitude spectrum
of noise-suppressed EL speech and the original phase spectrum
of the EL speech.

After noise suppression, spectral envelope and aperiodicity
of EL speech are produced by analyzing it. However, there is a
case where EL speech can’t be analyzed into desired parame-
ters due to incorrect F0 estimation and failure of unvoice/voice
(U/V) decision. In order to address this problem, F0 of EL
speech is given in advance under the assumption that it is
almost constant, and on/off information of the electrolarynx is
regarded as U/V information.

TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTINGS OF F0 CONTROL

Duration [ms] ω ζ k
Overshoot 300 34.8 0.403 34.8
Preparation 100 34.8 0.603 34.8

Vibrato - 34.8 0 0.0164

Less humanlike More humanlike

BASE
-0.50

SS+AF
+0.49

SS
+0.50

AF
-0.49

-1.0 +1.0-0.5 +0.50

Significant difference at the level of 1%

Fig. 4. Result of subjective evaluation to investigate the effectiveness of the
proposed singing aid system using spectral subtraction.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

A. Experimental conditions

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we conducted a subjective evaluation on naturalness
of singing voices. As an experiment through the simulation,
we used music sounds generated with MIDI and recorded
EL speech samples sung by one non-disabled male person
using an electrolarynx while listening to the music sounds. Six
phrases of Japanese songs were recorded. These recorded EL
speech samples and the music sounds were used to generate
singing voices in the proposed system.

In the evaluation, the following 4 methods were evaluated:
BASE: directly used the F0 patterns of the music sounds.
AF: BASE + the proposed F0 pattern modification.
SS: BASE + the proposed voice quality enhancement.
SS+AF: the proposed F0 pattern modification and voice qual-

ity. enhancement
The preference test on naturalness of singing voices was
performed with Scheffé’s method. The number of listeners
was 10. In the spectral subtraction, we used FFT spectrum with
1024 points. In the F0 pattern modification, WORLD [13] was
used as the analysis-synthesis method. The filter parameters
for the F0 pattern modification were set as shown in Table 1.

B. Experimental results

Figure 4 shows a result of the preference test. We can see
that the naturalness of singing voices is significantly improved
by using the voice quality enhancement based on the spectral
subtraction. This result corresponds to that observed in the
conventional EL speech enhancement processing [11]. On
the other hand, the F0 pattern modification is not necessary
to improve the naturalness of singing voices. This result is
different from that observed in the conventional speech-to-
singing processing [10].

Figure 5 shows several examples of F0 patterns and spec-
trograms of the EL speech, the converted voice with BASE,
and the converted voice with SS+AF. We can see that the
F0 patterns of BASE have relatively large fluctuations even
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Fig. 5. Example of F0 patterns and spectrograms of EL speech and synthe-
sized singing voice. In the first, third and fifth graph, blue lines show results
of F0 analysis of them and brown lines show F0 patterns given in synthesis
of them.

though step-like F0 patterns are used in generation. It is
expected that these fluctuations come from the spectrogram
extracted from the EL speech. Consequently, the effect of
F0 pattern modification on naturalness of singing voices is
limited.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, towards the development of a singing aid
system allowing laryngectomees to flexibly sing a song as
they want, we have proposed the conversion methods from
electrolaryngeal (EL) speech into more naturally sounding
singing voices. As a result of a subjective evaluation on the
naturalness of singing voices, it has been demonstrated that
1) the naturalness of singing voices is significantly improved
by the voice quality enhancement based on the noise sup-
pression for the EL speech and 2) the F0 pattern modification
doesn’t always yield naturalness improvements in the proposed
conversion. In future work, we plan to investigate statistical
approaches to the F0 pattern conversion and the spectral
conversion, and also to implement a real-time conversion
system.
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